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Based on the protocols submitted by the participants of
«Oarion» transplanetary experiment that took place
11/08/2015 as a part of ISRICA's «Man in Kozyrev's space»
program.

Design:

This is a study of a remote, (ethereal) bridge, a connection
established between Karahunj Observatory (Karahunj, Armenia) and
a Kozyrev Mirrors' system based in Novosibirsk, Russia during the
Rise of the Orion (a constellation that has been historically connected
to many ancient civilizations) on the 11/08/2015 from 06-00 to 07-
00 am (UTC +6). Apart from these two locations, there were more
than 100 participants in other parts of the world. Together they
comprised a model of  a synchronised collective consciousness of the
humanity.

The purpose of this study was to determine a possibility of
instantaneous communication between humans  and other
Holographic Universe civilizations in Kozyrev’s Space.



The Objective:

To transmit and receive symbolic information during a
transplanetary session between participants in Karaunj, Armenia and
on Akkem lake, Republic of Altay, Russia, using various types of
Kozyrev’s Mirrors, holograms of a new kind and holographic water.

The list of participants:

 ISRICA (  Russia) – the scientific coordinator

 Foundation for the Law of Time and Dr. Jose Arguelles’s
Galactic Research Institute (USA)- the coordinator

 Vazgen Gevorkyan and his research group in Erevan (Armenia)

 «Heavenly Lotus» Health Center in Moscow ( Russia),

 A group of researchers from Live Ethics Commune ( Italy)

 A group of researchers from Sophia and Varna (Bulgaria) 

The locations of the participants and the conditions they were in
during the experiment:

1. ISRICA’s genuine Kozyrev’s Mirrors were operated by Dr. Taisia
Kuznetsova (left photo). Five matrices were placed inside the mirrors
20 minutes prior to the onset of the experiment, 3 of those matrices
had been prepared by the operator a day before, on 10/08/15. Dr.
Kuznetsova used a personified hologram. 10 minutes before the
experiment, she drank the holographic water processed via the «Eye
of Sirius» hologram. Another  operator, Dr. Olga Oseeva (right photo),
was in the same room where the Mirrors were, 2 meters away from
them. Three other participants were at home during the experiment.



 

2. Heavenly Lotus Health Center. The operator, V. Stasiv was in
Karaunj, Armenia when the experiment took place. Three other
participants were in the Heavenly Lotus Health Center in Moscow,
and another 3 were in various European parts of Russia.

3. Bulgarian group.

Two participants were in Varna and another one was in Sophia.

4.  Live Ethics Commune. Six of the participants were in Instituto
Del Cuoro, Montegiove (TR), Italy. twenty two other members of the
Commune were in Altay, Russia, near the Akkem lake. Their camp
was located on the left bank of the lake. Banner of Peace was the
cornerstone element of their transmissions. Every participant drank
holographic water before the transmission, 8 of them were holding
the Eye holograms in their left palms, while looking towards the
Belukha Mountain. 

5. Armenian group (3 participants) in Karahunj Observatory,
Armenia.

6. Galactic Research Institute (Dr. Agruelles’s group). The members
of the group from 23 countries were in their respective locations
during the experiment. All in all, we’ve gathered 78 protocols from



this group. The cornerstone element of their transmissions was the
Foundation for the Law of Time’s Planetary Kin system.

The results

We’ve received 119 individual protocols:

 5 from Novosibirsk

 3 from Bulgaria

 4 From Moscow

 26 from Italy

 78 (!) from the Galactic Research Institute

The primary protocol information was processed via various
methods and assessment tools developed by Dr. Kuznetsova.

The Type of Perception Scale was the first tool used to assess the
received information. The most frequently occurring data was
highlighted and assigned to one of the types of perception of
information:

Kinesthetic perception of vibrations, shuddering, feelings of fever or
extreme body cold, pressure inside the subject’s head or body and/or
reeling clock- or counterclockwise was recorded 19 times (15, 9%).

Various emotional reactions were described by 22 participants
(18,4%). Those included emotional discomfort – 4 (3, 3%); positive
emotions, such as a feeling of unity, love, cordiality, a possibility of an
interaction with some kind of higher powers  - 18 (15,1%).

Changes in the perception of time were mentioned by 9 participants,
all of them members of the Italian group in Altay.

Symbolic information.

Thirteen protocols (10,9%) contain information on certain
manifestations of extraterrestrial consciousness, of observers (flying
objects, extraterrestrial constructions and beings, angelic creatures).
Forty-eight protocols (40,3%) contained data regarding cosmic
objects such as planets and constellations: 



14 (11, 7%) contained symbolic depiction of the Sun

13 (10, 9%) contained symbolic depiction of the Moon

15 (12, 6%) contained symbolic depiction of the Sirius constellation
(AKA Canes Venatici), the S letter in different variations, the images
of dogs, dog sleds, dolphins.

6(5,1%) contained images of the Orion constellation

25 (21%) energy objects , spirals spinning clock- and
counterclockwise, spheres, waves and dots

33 (27, 7%) – various geometric objects,  flat and three dimensional:
triangles, rectangles, circles, spheres, tetrahedrons, octahedrons,
cubes, cones, mathematical matrices.

26 (21, 8%) – Egyptians symbols (pyramids, Gore’s Eye, depictions of
cats, Ankh symbols, mummies)

14 (11, 7%) – Banner of Peace images

17 (14, 2%) images of five point stars

15 (12, 6%) images of six point stars

The data received by the participants was then assessed with the use
of 2 specifically designed scales.

Scale #1. Points (0-3) were used to assess the strength and qualities
of the resonance that the participants achieved within the data flux
while conducting the experiment.

 0 points – total absence of data

 1 point – separate pieces of data that share some sort of
connection with the theme of the experiment.

 2 points - Symbolic information, images or verbally expressed
data, partially coinciding with the transmission data



 3 points – data most closely resembling the initial
transmission

Scale #2. This scale was used to determine the degree of resonance
between the Consciousness of participants and the Kozyrev’s Mirrors
operators (the transmissions from ISRICA in Novosibirsk and
another mirror system on Dixon on 11/08/15).

The degree of resonance was awarded from 0 to 9 points, the exact
number was determined according to a vibrational frequency chart
compiled with the use of an individual telepathic techinque,
“Information Modules”  created by Dr. Kuznetsova.

Dr. Arguelles’s group’s protocols. To create a holographic model of
a collective consciousness in Kozyrev’s space during this research,
the group prepared 78 protocols that were later encoded using one
of the two methods. 

The use of the first method meant assigning a 3-digit code to every
primary protocol. These codes consisted of a digital code and 2
symbols (the symbols were chosen from the primary protocols, one
from the incoming common transmission and the other one from the
personal transmissions). An example of such 3-digit code is 1SO. 

The second method meant assigning a fraction number code to a
protocol. The first digit corresponded with the points awarded
according to the first scale, the second digit corresponded with the
points from the second scale, e.g. 3/7.

The data contained in other protocols was encoded using only the
second method; therefore it was assigned a fraction number code.
The analysis of all data, systemized according to the aforementioned
methods has lead to an important methodological conclusion.

The conclusion

To coordinate the information flux in Kozyrev’s space the day before
the 10/08/15 experiment, Dr. Kuznetsova prepared virtual maps of
the operators’ transition of consciousness (quantum superposition)
from the genuine mirrors in the information flux of energy – time in
Kozyrev’s Holographic Universe, based on the project’s core
hypothesis.



Map #1. Starry sky. Images of the Moon, The Orion Constellation, the Pleiads,
Arcturus, Sirius 

Map #2. Virtual map of possible cosmic points of conjugation.



Map #3. Consciousness’ trajectory of movement between the Earth and the Moon;
real-life images of Tatevsky Monastery, in Sun, Armenia, Belukha Mountain in
Altay, Russia, and Temple of the Inscriptions in Palenque, Mexico. 

We have also established a vibrational frequency chart to be used as
a means of data transfer during the transmission sessions in
Kozyrev’s Mirrors. The chart was developed from the Informational
Modules Program. “Informational Modules” is a form of quantum
teleportation technique that can be employed inside the operator’s
consciousness, created during experiments that were conducted in
Kozyrev’s Mirrors. It includes:

- octahedral pattern of perception (information perception via
pyramidal holography) 

- the “broadcast grid” – mathematical matrices of 11x11 (121)
and 21x21 (441) sizes

- radial matrix: digital codes in the operator’s consciousness,
functioning according to fractal holography principle. The



codes are used to operate various data layers during the
simulation of virtual spaces.

The vibrational frequency chart includes an encoded expression of
the symbolic data received from the collective consciousness. It was
interpreted via module structures from the previous experiments
conducted by the operator:

 Synchron 11.11.11 Matrix; 

 Arguelles Matrix, dedicated to Factor Maya’s research; 

 Digital Matrix of Collective Consciousness “Oarion 2013”; 

 Bulgaria – the gold of Trakia Digital Matrix of Collective
Consciousness ; 

 Bast matrix – Egyptian code.

The rise of Orion and its connection to the Sirius System was a crucial
factor in reception of the information for this research. Sirius System
is also connected to Factor Maya, Egyptian ancient civilizations as
well as Agni-yoga’s great masters’ teaching, Banner of Peace and
many others. 

The role of information flux points of conjugation in Holographic
Universe has also been studied within the framework of ISRICA’s
“Man in Kozyrev’s Space” Project in 2015. The analysis of the data led
us to some very important conclusions.

Hypothetic conclusions

1. This experiment has resulted into creation of a physical
quantum model of human collective consciousness, which is
able to interact with various points of intelligent Universe.

2. It seems that we were able to create a new, improved integral
system of code signals that can be used for interaction between
the participants of the experiment’s collective consciousness
and Cosmic Intelligence of a higher order in Kozyrev’s
Holographic Universe.

The success of the experiment is especially well demonstrated
by a certain phrase transmitted by Dr. Arguelles’s group, “in



lak ech” (“we are the ones you’ve been long waiting for”), that
was registered by both operators working inside the mirrors.

There were other effects of the synchronization: operator T.,
who was home during the experiment, described a Winged
Apparition (an Angelic Creature) that they saw walking
through the Mirrors. 

The same apparition was also described by another participant,
(P.), who was conducting the experiment in Italy. 

3. 78 protocols submitted by Dr. Arguelles’s group amount to 78
(6x13) – a sum of clear tones on Pakal Votan’s tomb according
to Factor Maya method of calculation. During the 20.03.15 solar
eclipse experiment ISRICA received 11 protocols from Dr.
Arguelles’s group.

11+78-89 Kin of Birth VV – 11 Kin of Departure VV – 89

119 protocols of this research 11.9 or 9.11

It is possible to suggest that through these digital signals we’ve
received a transmission from VV.

We can also assume that via these transmissions Dr. Arguelles has
sent us some important information. The data that was received
during this experiment will be discussed in 2016 with the members
Dr. Arguelles’s group, as well as the head of the Foundation for the
Law of Time and Galactic Research Institute.

V.P. Kaznacheev’s ISRICA thanks all participants of Man in Kozyrev’s
Space Project, dedicated to professor N.A. Kozyrev, Dr. Jose Arguelles
and Academician V.P.  Kaznacheev.

Additional information about the matrix: Integral Fractal Matrix (IFM). IFM's core 
module is a digital matrix (Banner of Peace being its marker), that reflects the 
frequency characteristics of unvisualised objects in Kozyrev's Space which were 
registered by the participants of this research project during the Rise of Orion on 
11/08/2015.


